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2014 Rent Stabilization Board Candidate Questionnaire You may put your
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Be sure to include your full contact info (phone #s, residence address, mailing address if different, and
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whether you’re a tenant or homeowner, and if you own residential property you rent out. Return
completed
questionnaire to berkeleytenantconvention@gmail.com by noon, Saturday, June 14.

John T. Selawsky
1912 Blake St
Berkeley CA 94704

Council District 3

1. Tell us something about yourself and why you have decided to consider running for Rent
Stabilization Board Commissioner. 
I am a long-time resident and activist of Berkeley, served 12 years (three terms) on
the Berkeley School Board (from 2000-2012), 3 years as Board President, served
on CEAC (Community Environmental Advisory Commission) with a year as its
Chair, served as Co-Chair of the Ashby BART Task Force, Co-Chair of BUSD's
Planning and Oversight Committee, been active in the Green Party and on many,
many Berkeley political campaigns. I am a co-founder of the newly reinvigorated
Berkeley Tenants Union, serve as Secretary of the Committee for Affordable
Housing, and am an officer of the Grassroots House collective. I care deeply about
the communities that comprise Berkeley, and have worked for youth, education,
housing, and environmental issues for most of my adult life. I believe I can add
political and strategic experience to a progressive Rent Board slate and add
knowledge of and contacts in our school district and environmental organizations
to the mix.

My wife and I have lived at 1912 Blake St since 1987. I have worked at the
Downtown Berkeley YMCA in youth programs for over 20 years, and also have
been a copy-editor and editor in the publishing industry. 
 
2. How much time are you able to devote as a Commissioner? Are your hours flexible? Can you
attend meetings until as late as 11:00 pm? Can you attend a twohour twiceamonth daytime

meeting?  



I can attend meetings running as late as 11 or 11:30 pm, and I can attend two, or
more, monthly daytime meetings. Further I can commit to working on other issues
that the Rent Board deems important over the next four years. I do currently work,
but my hours are flexible and if nominated and elected can become more so.
3. What experience have you had with Berkeley’s rent control ordinance, the Rent Board’s staff, or
the elected Board? 

I have worked with several current and former Rent Board Commissioners on their
campaigns, city initiatives, and various other housing issues. I am familiar with
Berkeley's Rent Control and Just Cause Ordinances (Measure Y, which I endorsed,
supported, and worked to pass). Further, for many years, probably approaching 15
or 16, I have participated either as a screener and/or an organizer for past Rent
Board conventions. 
4. What do you consider to be your constituency or base of support? What organizations are you
affiliated with? What qualities would you bring to the slate? How much time are you able to
devote to campaigning from now to November 4th? 

I considered all of Berkeley as my constituency when I was an elected School Board
member. I attempted to fairly represent all families and all children in Berkeley.
But I would say that since I have been a South-Central Berkeley resident for almost
27 years, I have tried to emphasize representation of the South Berkeley
community. My political support during my three School Board campaigns came
primarily from progressives, including BCA and the Green Party, and such elected
officials as Kriss Worthington, Max Anderson, and Jesse Arreguin. Dona Spring
was one of my earliest advocates and supporters. But my political support cut
across ideological boundaries as my ability and concern for our schools became
apparent. I have been especially active and have current connections to the Green
Party and the Ecology Center, as well as several food and sustainable food
organizations. I will commit whatever hours are necessary to run an effective and
successful campaign between now and November 4. Whether that is 10 hours per
week or 30 hours per week depends on opposition to the slate and other factors.
5. Tell us about at least three issues that you consider important to tenants in Berkeley.  
Demolition and the loss of older, rent-controlled housing stock due to
development; affordable and available family housing; quality affordable housing;
habitability and safety issues, including seismic retrofits. 
6. Is the Rent Board inherently unfair to either large or small landlords? Please explain.  
I don't believe so. I do, however, believe that small landlords are more aligned with



the values of community, housing rights, and tenants rights than large landlords,
and as such should be "cultivated" more by the Rent Board and tenants' activists. I
think the current Rent Board and staff have made strides in that direction.
7. What is the role of the Rent Board Commissioners ? What powers do they have? What changes do

you think should be made in how the Rent Board operates?  
The role of the Rent Board is limited to enforcing and adjudicating the stipulations
of the Berkeley Rent Control Ordinance. The Board decides on rental-unit fees,
acts as a quasi-judicial body on appeals of Hearing decisions by both landlords and
tenants, and directs staff in enforcing and maintaining the provisions of the Rent
Control Ordinance. Unless the law is changed, and I do not believe it should be,
there is not much else the Rent Board can directly control. There are City and
regional policies and regulations that the Rent Board has historically been involved
with, and I support and would contribute to efforts of that nature.
8. (a) How do you feel about affordable housing? (b) The Robin Hood Committee is circulating a
pair of initiatives for 2016 that together will tax large landlords in order to increase subsidies to
build affordable housing. Please comment. (c) An initiative on the November ballot will tighten
developer requirements for downtown construction on buildings over 75 feet high. Please

comment.  Affordable housing is a basic right. I wouldn't be involved with this effort if
I didn't believe that. It has become increasingly an elusive goal; in Berkeley, new
development is more and more geared to micro-units or high-end condos and
units. There is a fundamental disconnect between allowing housing to be entirely
"free market" and paying workers less than a livable wage. On top of that the
middle class is shrinking and being squeezed out of housing in the Bay Area as well.
I support initiatives that will protect and add to affordable housing stock, as well as
those initiatives that maintain quality of life standards for our neighborhoods,
including height, setback, and open space requirements.  I do have some issues
with leaving it to the Housing Trust Fund, which is controlled by Council, and as
such, highly politicized. If it's all we have I understand that, and support those
efforts. Ultimately I would want ALL new projects to incorporate affordable
housing into their plans; that way affordable housing is not restricted to certain
parts of town (i.e., South and West Berkeley) but is mixed into every
neighborhood. That is something I would like to pursue as an elected Rent Board
Commissioner. 
9. Two other areas related to Berkeley tenants are (a) seismic and fire safety, and (b) transportation issues,



such as ACtransit subsidies and Bus Rapid Transit. Please comment.  

Seismic retrofits have to be the next wave of an overall safety policy for Berkeley
tenants. Many of our multi-unit buildings could pancake (fall in on themselves,
floors above onto floors below) in a major quake. Steps have been taken to identify
these buildings and inform tenants of potential hazards. The next step has to be
some standard of retrofit. Also, there have been a couple of large, destructive fires
in the past year, where entire buildings of tenants lost their housing and
possessions. There were some questions as to code violations (i.e., fire alarms
turned off, etc.) at these buildings. Safety is of paramount concern to me; as a
School Board member I was in the forefront of the District's emergency
preparedness planning, and helped locate containers of emergency food, water,
blankets, flashlights, batteries, and first aid equipment at all our elementary and
middle schools. Berkeley Unified was the first District in the state to entirely
retrofit all student occupied buildings, and this occurred during my tenure there. I
know from experience this is not a glamorous issue but it is an exceedingly
important one.

I support public-transit and affordable public-transit (our household has been car-
free 8 years), but quite honestly I'm not sure what the Rent Board's purview has to
do with transportation. Perhaps partnerships with regional transportation
agencies?
10. The Convention asks all candidates to sign a pledge to not run against or endorse against the slate
the Convention selects. Will you sign it? Do you think that the pledge is important? Do you think
it’s fair? Explain. You may still stand as a candidate at the convention if you don’t sign the pledge. 

I will sign such a pledge. I do not like political pledges, of any ideology. Historically
pledges have been used against the left in this country; the Hollywood Blacklist,
loyalty oaths at colleges and universities. To me there is something fundamentally
undemocratic about political pledges, but the group putting the convention
together have included a pledge as part of the process, and it has been part of the
process for many years. I will abide by the group decision.
11. If you are nominated by the convention, will you agree, in concert with other slate members, to
hire a coordinator with full authority to make campaign decisions in consultation with the slate?
The slate will retain the power to determine an overall budget and replace the coordinator. 

I believe a campaign coordinator would ensure consistency of message and allow



the candidates to actively campaign rather than spend time in the nuts-and-bolts of
a day-to-day campaign. I do believe the slate has to have ultimate say in the
messaging and even some of the strategies of a campaign. But my short answer is
yes.
12. Is there anything else that we should consider in evaluating you as a candidate?

I am now a homeowner, but most of my life I have been a tenant. Additionally, the
reason we are homeowners is that 27 years ago, while living in a walk-up flat in San
Francisco, my wife and I were served with an "owner move in" eviction notice while
my wife was five months pregnant with our son. Needless to say, that event was a
significant moment in our lives. I have always considered someone's rental their
home, not merely someone's investment property. It's what will guide me if I am
fortunate enough to be chosen to run with the Rent Board slate.

In my final 2008 School Board campaign I received 22,000 votes. In the political
arena I have earned a reputation as competent and fair.

John T. Selawsky
jwebsky@earthlink.net
510.590.6227




